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CLARK PWX/HWX Walk-Around 
 
 
 

1.  Overview 
CLARK designed and built in Lexington KY 

PWX30/40 Walkie-4000 & 8000# capacities 

HWX30/40 Rider- 4000 & 8000# capacities   

 

 

 
2.  Key Features 

A.  Fixed AC 24 Volt traction motor with thermal protection.  

B.  Fixed 3.75 HP motor design helps protect wire harness from damage by reducing cable 

      flexing.  Tested to 300,000 cycles                 

C.  Electro-Magnetic brake system with no master cylinder, seals or hydraulic fluid which      

      which means no leaks. 

D. Brake engages when handle is in the ‘up’ or ‘down’ position and automatically applies  

     while truck is at rest. 

E. Diagnostic dash display with hour meter, BDI and lift interrupt 

F. Hypoid bevel gears that provide quiet seamless operation 

G. Integral hydraulic pump reduces connections and potential leaks 

H. Speed selector for high and low speed operation 
 

 
 
 

5.  Controller 
A. AC Traction control is energy efficient, programmable and offers 

infinitely variable travel speeds 

B. Programmable functions, using CLARK hand-set, include 

Acceleration, Top Speed and Creep Speed 

C. Neutral braking slows the unit when the directional control returns to 

neutral 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  Tiller Handle and Hand Rail Assembly 
A. Ergonomically designed for operator comfort and safety 

B. Enclosed design offers maximum hand protection 

C. Toggle switch for high/low speed 

D. Dual internal gas struts for smooth operation and return to vertical 

position 

E. Hall effect, solid state throttle eliminates contactor and switches in 

handle for low maintenance costs and fully proportional operation  
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F. PWX has bottom Mount for better leverage and reduced steer effort 

G. Butterfly thumb control can be easily operated from either side 

H. HWX utilizes a top mount handle that provides more foot room for 

the operator 

I. Twist grip can be operated from either side 

J. Note: Either handle/control is available for both models 

K. Full Padded, 1.5” diameter hand rail for operator comfort (HWX) 

L. Hand rail controls operate truck functions while on platform (HWX) 

 

 

 
 
 

7.  Frame and Undercarriage  
A. Truck frame and forks constructed of 3/8” plate steel 

welded for maximum strength and rigidity 
B. Adjustable pull rods constructed from 1.25” square steel 

bar-stock for maximum strength and durability 
C. Entry and Exit rollers with tapered slides improve pallet 

entry and exit 
D. Pivot points are greaseable for smooth operation and 

long component life  
E.  Lifting arm is fitted with high quality Manganese bronze 

bushings 
E. Heavy-duty spring loaded casters for better stability 
F. 3.25” X 5.75” single poly load wheels with sealed bearings 
 
 

 
 

9.  Options 
A. Operator compartment padding 

B. 3” Operator platform extension 

C. Various fork lengths and widths including FOSP and 96” long 

D. Battery rollers w/side-gate  

E. Cold storage and corrosion packages 

F. Coast control w/order-picking button 

G. “EE” rated construction 

H. Optional single or double battery compartments 

I.  Load back rest (48” and 60”) 

J. Operators convenience tray 
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